CLIENT TESTIMONIALS

Imagine Software delivers real-time portfolio, risk management
and regulatory solutions. All from one integrated platform.

Imagine was able to provide a customized, all-in-one solution to

simultaneously track regulatory limits and investment risk –

It’s rare to find a company
with such a long history that
continues to innovate at the pace
of Imagine Software.

which is crucial in alerting us to potential breaches of guidelines
and supports our ability to perform institutional-grade
due diligence.

I’m continually impressed with the
speed at which Imagine is able to add
coverage and capabilities, as well as
its flexibility in creating new solutions
that make it easy to slice and dice
data so my team can quickly see
the possibilities across all of our
holdings and make more
informed decisions.
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Imagine’s highly flexible and extensible risk
management system is years ahead of what is
offered by most local vendors. This ability to scale is
an essential element for us, along with Imagine’s capacity
to support risk analysis and valuations encompassing the
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global derivatives market.
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We performed our due diligence and researched other

risk management background, or even for those

options but quickly realized that our old friends at Imagine

that do, Imagine can help to efficiently monitor and

were still providing the best solution to meet our needs.

assess risks, such as breaches in real-time, and

All these years later, I still trust them to look after us

easily evaluate exposures, conduct stress testing,

and help us manage our portfolios and minimize risk

and measure VaR. These are essential

with their system and services.

capabilities for firms looking to build
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investor confidence.
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We are delighted with the integration of
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Imagine can easily
aggregate extremely complex
positions, capture risk, and manage
equity derivatives, allowing us to
successfully generate the returns
expected by our Wealth
Defender investors.

SkyBridge became the
first customer to sign
up for Imagine’s new Risk
Aggregator product. Given
that risk management is

Imagine as our primary risk system
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so critical to our business,
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we evaluated the product and
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and Trading Screen as our
major Order Management
System. We needed to

ensure seamless
connectivity, and the
Imagine and Trading
Screen teams successfully
launched full STP.
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several alternatives
very closely. It quickly

Among a long list of benefits,

became apparent that

Imagine was the only third-party system we

Imagine’s aggregation offering

reviewed that delivered the analytics needed to

was the most sophisticated and

calculate the real-time risk on cleared arbitrage

flexible solution on the market.

trades. Their solution enhances our robust processes
and offers a new level of ‘future-proofing’ that will help us
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stay ahead as the clearing space evolves.
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Imagine Software provides real-time portfolio, risk management and regulatory solutions for the world’s leading banks, broker dealers, hedge funds, pension funds, funds of funds
and asset managers. Founded in 1993, Imagine delivers institutional-grade functionality and broad cross-asset instrument support for businesses of all size and complexity. Financial
professionals around the globe rely on Imagine to launch tailored products, enter new markets, adjust business strategies and scale for growth. Contact us for more information.
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For asset managers who do not have a traditional

